INA 3001
WARNING LAMP SYSTEM FOR NSG 3000 SERIES

The INA 3001 is a double Warning lamp system -(2 colors) designed as accessories for the Teseq NSG 3000 series.

The INA 3001 uses low consumption and high reliability LED technology, directly powered by the NSG 3000 interface. No additional external power supply is required.

The orange lamp lights up when EUT power is ON.

The red lamp lights up when high voltage is active.

INA 3001 comes with professional stand and rubber feet, 2 meter cable and system interface plug to be connected to NSG 3000 series system interface port.

INA 3001 requires NSG 3000 series to run under FW revision V 2.31 or higher. In case of older revisions the NSG 3000 needs to be upgraded. This can be done by the end user – see instructions and FW files on the delivered WIN 3000 CD.